
energy is yours

Take your energy independence 
on the the road.
Power your electric car with solar power from your sonnenBatterie for an efficient, clean and 
sustainable mobility solution.

sonnenDrive offers members of the sonnenCommunity an opportunity to access electric vehicles (EV) on a sub-
scription basis. The sonnenCommunity can order sonnenDrive through our partnership with Carbar.

Carbar runs a market-leading car subscription service: you pay a weekly fee to enjoy exclusive use of a vehicle 
complete with insurance, registration, servicing and roadside assistance bundled in. With no lock-in contracts, the-
re are a variety of electric vehicles available. It has never been easier to drive an electric vehicle powered by clean 
energy, supplied by your sonnenBatterie.

How does it work?

Your sonnenDrive subscription covers all your EV costs in a simple weekly subscription thanks to our partnership 
with Carbar, Australia‘s first Car Subscription provider. Forget financing, balloon payments, interest, depreciation, 
insurance, rego and all the variable maintenance and servicing costs. Carbar will take care of all this for you. There 
are no lock-in contracts and sonnenCommunity members can stop or swap with just 2 weeks notice.

Discover more sonnendrive.com.au 



energy is yours

Take control of your 
energy with sonnen.

Find out how you can save on your energy bills now. 

Figuring out the best home battery solution is never an easy task, we’ve made it easier for homeowners to unders-
tand what are the financial benefits and savings they can expect from choosing sonnen.

By combining sonnenFlat and sonnenBatterie, your household can achieve energy                
independence and no more bill shocks. 

To help you on your journey, we have developed a holistic online calculator that draws on some of Australia’s     
leading industry benchmarks for solar production and consumption to make this an easier choice.

How does it work?

The survey takes 5-10 minutes to complete, it provides you with a comparison overview of savings from 1 year vs 
10 years, and how solar, battery storage and sonnen‘s energy offers can provide you with more value!

Discover more solar-calculator.sonnen.com.au

Calculate your savings.
Invest in your clean energy 
future today.


